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ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
D see continuation sheet
Describe architectural features Evaluate the characteristics of this building in terms of other buildings
within the community.
The residence at 203 Main Street was built in 1948 in the Ranch style with a side gable roof. This 3 x 2
bay, wood frame, one story building is rectangular in plan and sits on a concrete foundation. The
btfilding is clad with wood shingles . The side gable roof is covered with asphalt shingles. One brick
chimney is located on the side, exterior of the house. The· off-center entrance contains a wood door with
a plain surround. The entrance is protected by a recessed porch which runs across 2/3 of the facade.
The windows contain 6/6 casement style sash with flat surrounds. The cornerboards are thin and flat.
A detached, two stall, one story, front gable roof garage sits to the side and rear of the house.
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HISTORICAL NARRATIVE
D see continuation sheet
Discuss the history of the building. Explain its associations with local (or state) history. Include uses of
the building, and the role(s) the owners/occupants played within the community.
This building was built in 1948 on 39, 166 sf of land. The only owner listed is Raymond R. Chaves.
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D Re'1ommended for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.
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